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Metropolitan West is a full-service company, 
combining top of the line window films with 

expert installation and creative solutions
for educational spaces.

Custom printed graphic, magnetic and glass film solutions,
promoting branding, collaboration, teamwork & productivity

Metropolitan West is a nationally recognized and award-
winning full-service custom glass film and writable wall 
graphics company. For over 25 years we’ve been creating 
beautiful environments, combining quality products with 
innovative solutions for even the most complex projects.

Since 1992, we have worked and consulted with the 
nation’s leading architects, interior designers, general 
contractors, facility directors, administrators, educators, 
and principals. Together we have created breathtaking 
spaces and solved energy and privacy concerns through 
our creative, consultative  and professional services for all 
wall covering and glass film needs.

ABOUT METROPOLITAN WEST
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Some companies only do one thing right.
That’s not Metropolitan West. Our in-house experts 
excel in project management, graphic design,digital 

rendering, printing, installation and more.

Whether you are interested in glass film or custom wall coverings, 
MetWest can take your project from inception to completion.  We start 
with your design or idea. Local crews take precise measurements in 
the fields.

Back at the office, our design team renders the graphics to fit your 
space. We’ll send an elevation showing the finished look of the 
proposed design and a sample of the material.

After printing and quality checks, the film will be sent to your location 
or installed by our local installation team. With our full-service 
capabilities, we are the single source for your film and graphics 
needs.

“In a nutshell, we do not require 
babysitting or micromanaging.
What we do is get the job done 
professionally and affordably.”

- Kelly Taylor, CEO

THE METWEST ADVANTAGE
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METWEST FOR SCHOOLS

The environment students learn in 
has a huge effect on their learning 
rates. Collaboration, creativity, and 
safety are all key when it comes 
to designing educational spaces. 
MetWest prides ourself on providing 
top of the line products to help 
schools create the best learning 
spaces possible, and give students 
the advantages they deserve.
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Creativity, Collaboration,
Convenience & Commitment

PEERHATCH FOR SCHOOLS

As part of MetWest's commitment to 
providing schools with the best tools 
possible, we are proud to provide peerhatch 
products – a simple way to organize your 
ideas and evoke classroom collaboration.

Patented technology means you can have 
your brand and a functional workspace 
too by combining graphics with dry erase 
and magnetic capabilities. peerhatch write 
walls can be used in classrooms, libraries, 
hallways, teachers' lounges, auditoriums, 
locker rooms, and administration offices – 
just to name a few.

MetWest is Your
Single Source for

peerhatch Products
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METWEST
SERVICES

®



1 Your idea is turned into a larger than 
life decorative work of art that both 
awes and inspires.

Stunning Art

2 With custom, it’s easy to incorporate 
your logo, mascot or other branding 
elements.

School Branding

3 An in-house team of professional 
designers assists you every step of the 
way.

Professional Support

4 Color and pattern matching makes it 
easy to match school colors existing 
design elements.

Match Existing Interior

5 Standard sizes rarely match client 
needs exactly. Custom printing means 
you get the exact size for your space.

Fit Your Space

If your school district doesn’t have a graphic 
designer, no problem. Our design team can take 
your school logo, mascot, colors and ideas and 
turn it into a final solution perfect for your needs. 
We’ll work with you to create custom-printed films 
to meet you requirements. 

Benefits of Custom DesignCUSTOM DESIGN

METWEST
SERVICES
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PEERHATCH DRY ERASE WALL COVERINGS

peerhatch is a non-ghosting dry erase wall covering. It’s an 
alternative to whiteboards and dry erase paints which can be 
easily customized with any image.

What is peerhatch?

No more smudges or impossible to get rid of dry erase. Leave 
writing up over the summer and it will still wipe clean.

Non-Ghosting

With our patented infused graphic printing process, we can print 
any image, color or branding.

Customizable

All the non-ghosting dry erase capabilities of our original product, 
with the additional quality of being magnetic.

Available as Magnetic
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CUSTOM MURAL WALL COVERINGS

Wall coverings are a great way to add energy and personality to any 
space. Inspire with motivational quotes or celebrate your school 
with supergraphics of your mascot. Wall coverings are a great tool 
to create a fun and motivating environment for students.

Any Color. Any Image. Any Size.
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VINYL WALL GRAPHICS

If a full wall covering is too much for the 
space, vinyl wall graphics are a great choice 
for adding color, text, and imagery where 
you need it. 

One popular use of vinyl graphics is school 
logos and branding to build school spirit 
and unity. Larger than life motivational 
quotes can be great tool for creating an 
encouraging atmosphere for students. The 
possibilities are endless.

Add A Splash of Color

Mascots, Motivation, & 
More
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CUSTOM DECORATIVE GLASS FILM

Turn your standard windows and 
glass walls into exciting works of 
art.

Decorative film is a great 
opportunity to add school logos 
and foster school spirit.

Installing or replacing decorative 
film is far more cost-effective than 
replacing glass.

Stunning Final Look

Added Branding

Affordable
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1 Protect distracted students and teachers and help 
prevent potentially serious injuries

Safety

2 Incorporate your logo or school colors to brand your 
educational space

Branding

3 From an etched glass effect, to custom solutions, the 
right distraction markers look beautiful

Decorative

DISTRACTION MARKERS

Protect Your Classrooms, Staff & Students

Why Choose Distraction Markers?

Glass walls in any space can create a beautiful interior, but it’s 
also an accident waiting to happen. In the age of smartphones, 
injuries from accidentally colliding with a glass wall are especially 
common. Distraction markers are an easy solution to prevent 
these injuries.
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SAFETY & SECURITY FILM

We provide a wide array of film options 
for earthquake retrofit as well as other 
safety needs. Moreover, to complement 
the advantages of safety and security 
film, MetWest has almost two decades 
of installation experience. 

• Delays any attempted intrusion, 
buying time for help to arrive 

• Reduces flying glass shards
• Costs up to 70% less than tempered 

glass
• Nearly invisible to the eye
• First defense against rocks, bricks 

and other projectiles

Protect Your Property

Benefits

Platinum
Dealer
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ANTI-GRAFFITI FILM

Whether applied to windows, glass or even 
bathroom mirrors and stalls, anti-graffiti 
window film provides a strong first line 
of defense against vandalism. It’s easy to 
apply, cost effective, and easy to remove 
after vandalism.

• Protects against paint, gouging, 
scratching and even acid etching

• Nearly invisible to the eye
• Replace at a fraction of the cost of    

new glass
• Quick turnaround time – keep your 

school graffiti free

Guard Against Vandalism

Benefits
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SOLAR CONTROL FILM

Create A Comfortable Enviroment

Benefits of Solar Control Film

MetWest is a 3M Authorized Platinum Dealer of commercial 
window film, providing clients with the highest quality solar control 
films along with top customer service and expert installation. Our 
large variety of film includes color, tint, and transparency options 
to meet your design needs.

Reject the sun’s heat and keep your school cool and 
pleasant all year round

Save up to 30% in cooling costs by lowering building 
temperatures by several degrees with solar film

Let in natural sunlight while reducing harsh glare on 
computer monitors

Improve your building’s energy efficiency while 
earning LEED credits

Reduce Heat

Lower Energy Costs

Reduce Glare

Earn LEED Credits

Platinum
Dealer
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DI-NOC ARCHITECTURAL FINISHES

Di-Noc architectural films mimic woods, metals, and more 
in look and texture. The adhesive film is easily applied over 
most surfaces, they’re an easy way to update old desks 
and other surfaces without costly replacements. The final 
look resembles high end natural materials without the 
expense of replacing the original furniture.

Update Furniture Without Costly Replacements

Platinum
Dealer
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WHERE CAN YOU USE
METWEST PRODUCTS?

We understand that creating an optimal educational space 
means juggling a lot of different needs. From helping keep 
restroom mirrors graffiti free to creating larger than life 
mascot graphics for the auditorium, we have the products 
and skills to help you in creating an incredible educational 
facility.

STEM/Robotics Rooms
Cafeteria
Teacher Lounge
Hallways
Locker Rooms
Gym
Early Childhood
Administration Office
Conference Rooms

Restrooms
Classrooms
Library
Muti-Purpose Rooms
Special Education
Wellness Center
Nurse Office
Auditorium
Outdoor Spaces

We Have Solutions For...
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Contact Us At:
hello@metwest.com

562.426.7701
metwest.com
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